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in the furniture industry
Though only a small part of your furniture
production operation, your company’s
entire reputation can hinge on the
quality of its fastening system and
fasteners. The quality of your fasteners
and how strong they bond will ensure
your products can withstand the test of time
where it matters most—in the field.
That is why Duo-Fast® is continually creating better tools
and fasteners to meet your ever-demanding manufacturing
needs. Our Duo-Fast tools can handle even the most
demanding manufacturing operation. Durable and reliable,
these powerful tools are specifically designed for heavyduty, repetitive industrial use.
For more than 70 years,

Of course, no bond is completely secure without DuoFast fasteners. Duo-Fast fasteners ensure all bonds are
tight and secure. All Duo-Fast fasteners are:
• Crafted of high grade steel made in
brite, galvanized, stainless and more
to provide the best performance
to fit specific applications.
• Optimized to enhance
the performance of
DUO-FAST tools.
• Available in a variety of leg lengths, crown
widths, gauge sizes and point geometries to
maximize holding power in a variety of different woods.
• Designed for smooth, easy driving into the toughest of
surfaces, without flogging, bending or breaking.

DUO-FAST engineers
have continually
developed state-

Whatever the application, Duo-Fast makes the right
fastener for your production needs.

of-the-art systems
to make furniture
manufacturing easier
and more efficient.

Perfect for framing as well as
upholstery, DUO-FAST tools
and fasteners can ensure
your products are reliable

ITW INDUSTRIAL FASTENING, Inc., a subsidiary of Illinois Tool
Works (ITW), is the proud owner and manufacturer of the DUOFAST®, PASLODE® and Josef Kihlberg brands. With a proven
history in cutting-edge fastener technology for the cabinetry,
millwork, truss, flooring/carpeting and furniture markets, ITW is
the leader in engineered solutions for wood fastening.

For more information, visit www.duo-fast.com,
call 1 .888.DUO.FAST (386.3278) or send an email
to furnitureinfo@itwindfast.com.

in the field.
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